SLEEP SHIELDING
BLOCBAG™
Microwave Protection Sleeping Bag
Enjoy a peaceful night’s rest under reduced exposure
to mobile phone signals! BlocBag is a protective
sleeping bag made from comfortable, light weight,
microwave reflecting material… superb Swiss Shield
Wear cotton shielding fabric is used for the body,
and Swiss Shield Daylite polyester mesh fabric for
the hood (see page 38 for descriptions and
specifications of these fabrics).
Pretty white fabric feels almost like cotton bed sheet
and folds nicely to the size of a book for complete
portability. Great for home or travel. Tested to
provide 22dB attenuation up to 1.8 GHz, no
grounding necessary. Extensive zipper for easy in/out and ample 96x34 inch space is
plenty of room for the average adult. Wash cold (40°C) with gentle cycle using mild
detergent only! Spend the whole night or enjoy a completely new kind of power nap!
96x34 inches overall, with a 32 x 34 inch "window" at one end.
BlocBag (Cat. #R230) ……………………………… $359.95

ANTI-RADIATION PILLOWCASE
Shields Cell Phone Radiation
Who needs cell phone shielding in a pillowcase? If you
know anyone who puts their phone under their pillow
(where it can radiate their sleeping brain all night), they
really need this shield. Benefits both teenagers and adults
alike. Both luxurious and practical it looks and feels like a
normal white pillowcase. Cotton based, machine washable
(no bleach!) but with superfine silver fibers (you need a
microscope to see them) woven into it. Each layer
provides ~90% signal reduction, and there are two layers
in a pillowcase! Phone function and sound quality are not
affected. Finished size is 20x30 inches, for standard
pillows. You can put a standard pillowcase over this one if
you want to wash it less. Note: we don’t recommend having a cell phone anywhere in the
bedroom. But if you must, shield wisely.
Anti-Radiation Pillowcase (Cat. #R359) ……………… $79.95
Anti-Radiation Pillowcase, King size (Cat. #R359-K) … $79.95

FLOOR MAT
Need shielding underneath the bed canopy too?
Floor mat made from cotton based shielding fabric.
Can be placed flat on the floor under the bed, or
between the mattress and box spring to shield
~75% from below and create a "complete" enclosure.
It is a simple rectangle of fabric. Not intended for a high
traffic area or could be covered by carpet. Choose the size
you need:
Single/twin 60x98 inches (Cat. #R362-S) ……… $109.75
Full/queen/king 108x98 inches (Cat. #R362-K) … $197.55
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